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Enjoying our Temple
community
Rev. Jundo Gregory Gibbs
The month of November is upon us and I
will say a few words about our upcoming
Eitaikyo service. But first let me mention that I'll be having
a minor operation on 11-18. When David Wright and I
emptied out the storage shed last month I ended up coming
home with a herniata umbilical cord. I am not sure how
much time off I will need at this juncture but I must cancel
the Tai Chi classes following the last class of the year on
11-15. I expect to be able resume teaching the Tai Chi
Classes on 1-7-11. I will not be teaching any Buddhist
study classes for the rest of this month but hope to resume
them on 12-3-10, perhaps with the help of one or more of
the Ministers Assistants.
It turns out I have been neglecting to take all of my
vacation time the past couple of years. So I may not be at
the temple every day for the next month or so. Many of our
lay leaders have come to just expect to see me here anytime
they come by, and usually they do. Still, I must rest a bit
this month and part of next. I hope to honor the national
holiday this month, Thanksgiving, by resting in
thankfulness.
One of my colleagues teaches a form of meditation he
calls “sitting in gratitude”. That sounds a bit tepid to me.
However, resting in gratitude or resting in thankfulness does
make a lot of sense to me. There are few times better to
review your life in gratitude than when you are resting. I
will be grateful for, among other things, being able to rest.
That is what I hope to be doing on those days when you
don't see me here on the grounds of OBT. I have much to
be thankful for. A pretty, much younger, wife. Two boys
who are everything I could want them to be. A position as a
Buddhist minister which allows me to earn my living doing
what I love the most – sharing the Buddha-dharma. A
congregation here at the Oregon Buddhist Temple that
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treats my family and me with great kindness. I do hope to
live this month in a spirit of thankfulness.
Rev. Ryo Imamura will be presenting a seminar on
“The Psychological Benefits of Buddhist Teaching and
Practice” on Saturday November 13th, from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. I hope that some of you will attend this intriguing
seminar. We are, for the first time in the nine years I've
been here, asking a donation to attend this seminar. We
hope that temple members will donate $10 for attending the
seminar and non-members will be willing to give us $20.
Rev. Ryo Imamura will also be our speaker for the
Eitaikyo service on 11-14. Please come out for this service.
Sensei will give a Japanese language message at 9:30 a.m.
that day. Our main service will begin at 10 a.m. and that
service will include a Dharma message from Rev. Imamura
in English. He is well trained and highly experienced. I
believe the last time he spoke here was for Hanamatsuri in
2005. I enjoyed his talk very much at that time and
remember that it gave me much to think about. If you come
out the second Sunday in November to join us I am sure you
too will find his talk to be inspiring.
We often say that Jodo Shinshu Buddhism is all about
living a life of gratitude. If you come out for our Eitaikyo
service I hope this sensibility will become very real for you.
Eleven days after our Eitaikyo service will be the National
Holiday of Thanksgiving. I hope we will all be resting in
thankfulness that day.
Gassho, Reverend Gibbs

Mochitsuki is December 19, 2010. mochi order form is
enclosed.
2010 OBT membership registration form is enclosed.

“The purpose of the Oregon Buddhist Temple is to insure that the Jodo Shinshu Sangha have the facilities, resident minister
and other resources they need to share the BuddhaDharma in their daily lives and during their major life events.”
Oregon Buddhist Temple
3720 SE 34th Avenue
Portland, OR 97202-3037
503-234-9456
503-231-1551 (fax)
e-mail: oregonbuddhisttemple@yahoo.com
website: http://www.oregonbuddhisttemple.com
This monthly newsletter is published by the Oregon Buddhist Temple, a Buddhist Churches of America temple affiliated with
Jodo Shinshu Hongwanji-Ha. Please contact the temple with any comments, questions or concerns, or if you wish to report a
change of address. Send news items to the editors: Shinya Ichikawa and Jayne Ichikawa, sjichi@gmail.com.
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November Highlights
Nov 7
Nov 7

Nov 20

Daylight saving time ends
OBWA past members
1:30 pm
memorial service
OBT board ballots mailed out
OBT board meeting
7:00 pm
Seminar: “The Psychological Benefits
of Buddhist Teaching and Practice”
10 am - 4 pm
Eitaikyo service
9:30 am
followed by potluck
OBWA meeting
9:30 am

Nov 28

OBT board ballots due

Nov 8
Nov 12
Nov 13

Nov 14

President’s message – giving
thanks
Kim Kono,
OBT President
November is the month of giving thanks.
We have a lot to thankful for at OBT. I
have much to be thankful for personally, which includes
being grateful to the temple for the spiritual connectedness
that it provides to my family in daily living.
Fall has brought much activity to OBT. We had a
successful Sukiyaki Bazaar, which offered delicious homestyle cooked food and warm hospitality for over a hundred
guests. On behalf of the board, I wish to recognize the event
chair, Ann Shintani Winner, as well as the many volunteers
who made this fundraiser possible. Especially notable was
the care put into training and preparation; a few weeks prior
to the event, wise senior members of the temple gathered in
the kitchen with younger generations to teach techniques
for slicing, dicing and cooking sukiyaki. Patient OBWA and
OBT members showed us novice cooks the fine art of
preparing one of the temple’s signature dishes. I hope that
we’ll have the opportunity to share more multigenerational
experiences like this.
Outside the temple walls, another project is taking
place that will enhance OBT’s grounds. Eagle Scout
candidate and Jesuit High School senior, Clark Huey, has
chosen us for his Eagle Scout project. Clark proposed and
the board approved his building a new walking path from
the Annex to the back entrance, and tearing down the old
wood shed. Over the past several months, Clark met with
the OBWA and consulted with the board in planning his
project. Commendably, he has raised over $900 to support
the full project costs! On October 10th OBT members
generously contributed to his success by making donations
and having their cars washed in the temple parking lot
(despite the pouring rain!). I also wish to thank Clark, his
volunteers and OBT kids (Kirt Achterman and Justin
Kwong) who helped wash cars. Clark and his volunteers
will finish the path this fall. If you’re interested in helping,
please let me know.
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I’m sure there are other temple activities that I’ve
overlooked, as there’s always something happening; please
know that members’ gifts of time, talent and financial
contributions are deeply appreciated and keep the temple
doors open. While it is true that the temple is facing one of
its most challenging fiscal times, I am confident that under
the guidance of the board, its Finance Committee and
temple leadership, we will prudently manage available
resources, while identifying ways to creatively build
additional sources of revenue. During this month of
Thanksgiving, we give thanks to past generations who built
OBT, and to you, our current members, for making OBT an
enriching community. Thank you too, for helping us find
ways to sustain OBT for future generations.

OBT Finance committee
update
Shinya Ichikawa, OBT Financial
Officer
The OBT finance committee is one of
many standing committees of the Temple. Current members
are Scott Grannan, Kim Kono, Yoshi Ono, Joe Wahl, Mark
Achterman, Zack Semke and Shinya Ichikawa. The
purpose of the committee is to establish and ensure
compliance with financial and accounting policies and
procedures and to manage the finances of OBT. The
committee makes financial recommendations for approval
by the OBT board.
Recently, the finance committee recommended and the
board approved transfer of approximately 50 percent of the
Contingency Fund to the Operating Fund in order to meet
the annual operating expenses of the Temple. This was
necessary because revenue has not met expenses for four
consecutive years including this year, and the Operating
Fund reserves, which had been used to meet the resulting
deficits, had become negative. We are fortunate to have
adequate contingency funds available but we now have 50
percent less available for other contingencies. The current
year has been most seriously deficit, certainly the largest
deficit in the last 20 years or so that I’ve been involved as
temple treasurer and financial officer.
While most expenses have increased this year over last
year, most sources of revenue have decreased or remained
the same. We see decreases in membership dues collected,
donations for memorials and funerals, and donations for
three out of four of the special services held so far this year.
Revenue from our fund raisers remains fairly constant, but
future increases are unlikely without raising prices as
available help appears to be maximized. Reasons for the
overall decline in revenue likely include the poor economy,
and the changing membership, as previous members pass on
or chose not to renew, and new members remain unaware
and unaccustomed to the traditional OBT ways of giving
monetary donations, such as returning the special service
donation envelopes enclosed with most newsletter issues.
The finance committee and board will continue to seek
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ways to increase revenue and maintain or cut expenses in
order to carry out the mission of our Temple. Members as
well as non-members can help by giving whatever monetary
donations they can in the last two months of this year. The
finance committee also welcomes your ideas and thoughts
on ways to build revenue now and for the future.

OBWA news
Katie Tamiyasu
With the fall 2010 Sukiyaki Bazaar
behind us, we would like to thank all the
members, relatives and friends who came
to help to make this event possible.
Thank you to the October Toban and those who brought
goodies to nourish the helpers during the four days of food
preparations and cooking. And to Amy Peterson and Bob
Tsutsumi, our thanks and appreciation for donating their
harvest of matsutake to garnish the sukiyaki dinners.
The OBWA gratefully acknowledges, with sincere
appreciation, the generous donations received from: Hiro
Takeuchi - Ohigan otoki and visitation; Nobuko Uyetake Ohigan otoki and visitation; Fumi Okubo - Ohigan otoki
and visitation; John Ota – in appreciation; Alice Ando –
granddaughter’s wedding.
At our regular October meeting, the cabinet presented a
slate of nominees for the 2011 officers, and requested
nominations from the floor. The election of new officers
will take place at the next meeting on November 20th. The
cabinet also proposed some changes to update the bylaws of
the OBWA, which have not been reviewed since October
2002. As further corrections were suggested, the bylaws
will be presented at November meeting for approval. We
will appreciate as many members as possible, attend this
important meeting.
Thank you to Miki Yagi, Yoshie Kagawa, Etsu Osaki,
Kyoko Gibbs and Grace Ishikawa for providing
refreshments at the October meeting.
Following the November meeting, Tammy Herold will
conduct a craft session on making a cloth carry bag with
one yard of material. Those interested in more information
can contact Tammy at 503-720-0353.
The annual OBWA past members’ memorial service
will be held on Sunday, November 7th at 1:30 pm. Family
and friends of past members are cordially invited to attend
this special service.
Next month’s reporter is Jean Matsumoto.
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BCA FBWA
Delegates
Meeting
Alice Ando and June
Shiigi
On
Saturday,
October 9, 2010, we attended the Buddhist Churches of
America Federation of Buddhist Women’s Association
Delegates Meeting in Sacramento, California. The Northern
California BWA hosted a well-organized meeting at the
Sacramento Buddhist Church Betsuin. We were grateful for
all the transportation that was provided for us.
After the opening service officiated by Bishop Koshin
Ogui, FBWA president Hiroko Tsuda called the meeting to
order. Some of the agenda items voted on and reported
were: 1) the delegates amended the 2010 FBWA resolution.
Briefly, the amendment requests that the BCA Ministers’
Association a) select and provide uniform images of Eshinni
Ko and Kakushinni Ko, b) provide brief explanations of
their unique and vital roles in Jodo Shinshu Buddhism, and
c) provide explanations of images on the onaijin possibly to
be displayed at the entrance to the hondo. 2) Rev. Dr.
Shoyo Taniguchi thanked the FBWA for donations to the
Sri Lanka Project that, along with donations from the BCA,
has helped many women in Sri Lanka. Rev. Taniguchi also
gave an extensive report on the progress of the Sri Lanka
Project. 3) President Tsuda acknowledged thank you letters
sent by Kathryn Ida and KC Stewart, two students from the
Mountain States District BWA who were selected to
participate in the Japan Youth Exchange in 2010.
After the meeting we had a wonderful bento lunch, and
then met in small groups to discuss various topics from
Gomonshu Koshin Ohtani’s book The Buddha’s Wish for
the World. Rev. Kodo Umezu emphasized that the book
was written from the point of view of Koshin Ohtani as an
ordinary Buddhist so that most of us can relate to it. Many
of the groups seemed to have a lively discussion. After the
discussion, the new FBWA officers for 2011-2012 were
introduced at the afternoon closing service.
We would like to express our gratitude to the Oregon
Buddhist Women's Association for giving us the
opportunity to attend this meeting.
May 2010 Update: Previously, the FBWA had
presented a resolution that the BCA Budget permanently
include the Center for Buddhist Education in its budget, so
that all programs can be funded without relying solely on
donations and fund-raising. Thereafter both the National
Board and National Council passed the budget, which
included funding for CBE. Nevertheless, we are all
encouraged to continue our voluntary chapter donations to
CBE to support their excellent programs.
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Dharma school news
Amy Peterson
We want to welcome all the new and
returning students. Please remember we
need a registration form on file for each
student for children to participate in activities away from
the Temple.
Oct was a busy month starting with the Sukiyaki Bazaar
snack bar preparation and ending with a visit to Temple
members followed by a Halloween party.
The DS garden got a late start, but the students have
been selling cucumbers, tomatoes, carrots and more. We
are planning the garden for next year to include more items.
Due to the strange weather we had our pumpkins, squash,
beans and some other items have not yet come to fruition
and the weather may prevent them from growing much
more. We are still babying our horse radishes in hopes of a
crop big enough to pickle. If you have any questions,
suggestions or expertise to offer we'd appreciate it. Our
thanks to Mie McGraw, Cathy Shikatani and Hiroshi
Yamauchi for overseeing the garden this year.
November we will have Open Classrooms the last
Sunday of the month after services. Some of the planned
offerings are: nenju making and repair; vegetarian cooking;
self shiatsu. Classes are open to all ages. Come join in and
experience something new

Sukiyaki bazaar
Ann Shintani Winner
On behalf of the Oregon Buddhist
Temple, I would like to try to thank
individuals and organizations for their
contribution to our annual Sukiyaki
Bazaar fundraiser, which occurred the first week of
October. It is impossible to thank all who accepted a chair
or function: Etsuko Osaki and Jayne Ichikawa for the
sukiyaki; Ray Kunisaki for the new tofu bentos; Marilyn
Achterman for chicken bentos; Ray Fields for being our
trusty purchaser; and Jean Takashima for the multiple-day
chow mein preparation; Shinya Ichikawa and Jerry Koike
who managed the cash; Yoshi Ono for set-up and takedown; and Amy Peterson for logistics advice; June Shiigi,
Mie MacGraw, and Craig Yanase for coordinating
volunteers; Janie and Hiroshi Matsushima and Todd
Yuzuriha for tickets and pre-orders; Ota Tofu for donating
the fresh tofu Produce/plant sale booth thanks: Pam Oja for
the produce (nappa and daikon) donated from her late father
Kaz Tamura's farm in memory of her grandfather, Kuniji
Tamura, a long-time and steadfast supporter of OBT. We
also thank Amy and John Peterson for picking up the
produce and delivering it to the Temple. Thanks to Chris
Koida for honoring his grandfather, Minoru Koida, by
donating the plants for our sale, and to James Iwasaki in
memory of his father, George. Ernie Takeda, Jerry Sumoge

and friends for harvesting, cleaning, and preparing the
matsutake mushrooms for the Sukiyaki again; Robert
Tsutsumi added to our supply. Again, we had beautiful
Japanese displays: ikebana from Sahomi Tachibana,
Kaneko Wager, and Shigue Funaki, and calligraphy from
Judy Yamauchi. Janice Ishii was in charge the Omiyage
Shop. I would also like to thank Tomiko Takeuchi for her
coordination of volunteers on the days leading up to the
bazaar, her invaluable advice, and for her cheerleading,
which I very much appreciate.
Our volunteers are comprised of familiar faces, friends,
relatives, and even a few drop-in visitors. Please let me
know if you have any suggestions or comments. Thank
you, again, for participating in this event.

Lotus circle – November
Jean Matsumoto
Altar flowers were provided on
October 23 by a donation from Julie
Asakawa in memory of (imo) her parents,
Nogi and Mary.
Altar flowers for the month of November 2010 are
being provided by donations from:
• November 7 - Kiyomi Dickenson imo father, Yoshio
Kitagawa; Elsie Onishi imo parents, Chieto and
Yachiyo Morita; Misa Minagi imo husband, Eddie
Yoneo; and Jean Matsumoto imo father, Kametaro
• November 14 – Angie Nakashima imo mother, Clara
Okita
• November 21 – Grace Ishikawa imo mother, Toki
Tachibana; Yasuko Fields imo mother, Tomoko
Maekawa
• November 28 – Cynthia Wong imo father, Walter
Pietrak, Sr.; Janice Okamoto imo parents, Henry and
Ayame Matsunaga, and sisters, Nancy Matsunaga
Sakuragi and Jean.
Thank you to all those who generously donate each
week, so that we can all enjoy the beautiful flowers on the
onaijin and around the Temple. Thank you to the Flower
Toban who arrange the flowers so beautifully for us to
enjoy each week. And, then, thank you to Ken Garner
(webmaster@oregonbuddhisttemple.com) who does magic
and displays the Lotus Circle page on OBT’s website for all
to participate in. If you would like to join or want
information about the Lotus Circle, contact Jean Matsumoto
at 503-280-2463 or jamatsumoto@gmail.com.

Omiyage shop
Janice Ishii
During the Sukiyaki Bazaar, the omiyage
shop shared the hondo with calligraphy and
flower arrangements. The shop was well
stocked with generous donations by the following members:
Mrs. Sunami B., BeeBee Dawson, Yasuko Fields, Helena
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Heartt, Jeanine Ishii, Candance Iwata, Karol Kennedy, Edna
Koyama, Etsu Osaki, Charlene Roberts, Karen Scapple,
Cathy Shikatani-Stoeller, Sahomi Tachibana, Chieko Yagi,
and many other donors.
The members who cashiered were Susan Endecott,
Brenda Fugate, Karol Kennedy, and Gail Tsutsumi. Many
thanks go to Karen Scapple, Susan Lily and Charlene
Roberts who helped setup the shop the day before and the
day of the event. Must also include Michael Ishii who
carried the heavy boxes from and to the annex garage.
Thank you all for its success.
In Gassho, Janice Ishii

Bake sale
Elaine Yuzuriha
The Dharma School bake sale at the
Sukiyaki bazaar was quite successful this
year, thanks to the donations of baked
goods from Jayne Ichikawa, Setsy and Chip Larouche, Edna
and Richard Koyama, Al Abe, Amy Peterson, JoAnn
Sumoge, Ann Shintani, Todd Yuzuriha, and Kyoko Gibbs.
We would like to especially thank the OBWA for the manju
that they donated to the booth. It enabled the bake sale to
gross more than last year's sale.
The baking party who worked hard and late into
Saturday evening consisted of Kyoko and Sho Gibbs, Michi
and Willem Stoeller and Kathy Shikatani, Amy Peterson,
Kirt Achterman, Alyssa Ono, Joy and Elaine Yuzuriha,
Kristi, Lori, and Ray Fukunaga, and Ann Shintani. The kids
really learned useful kitchen skills, financial skills by
making change at the booth, as well as salesmanship.
Overall, the bake sale is a great educational tool for the
Dharma School students who help run it.

OBT featured in Portland
sacred spaces guide and
Oregon Public
Broadcasting
Etsu Osaki
Oregon Buddhist Temple was selected as one of ten
Portland sacred spaces to be toured on October 9, Saturday,
from 11 am to 3 pm. Two dozen visitors came, among them
a group of architecture students from Portland State. They
were particularly interested in our onaijin and took pictures.
Helping to host the guests were Rev. Gibbs and minister
assistants. To download the guide, link to:
http://www.pbs.org/godinamerica/outreach/sacred-spacesportland.html
Rev. Gibbs was interviewed for an Oregon Public
Broadcasting program, Think Out Loud that aired October
8. This can be heard under Keeping the Faith at:
http://www.opb.org/thinkoutloud/shows/keeping-faith/

2011 NW district convention
Carol Saiget
Mark your calendars for the NW District
Convention, February 11, 12, and 13th,
2011. The theme of the convention,
hosted by the Tacoma Buddhist Temple, is "Okage sama de,
arigato" (because of you, I am well...). Rinban Bob Oshita
from the Buddhist Church in Sacramento will be the
keynote speaker. The OBT is planning on chartering a bus
that will leave on Friday afternoon. So, plan this weekend
getaway! Bring the entire family...the kids and grandma &
grandpa, too. You won't want to miss the opportunity to
listen to the Dharma and enjoy the company of Sangha
members from around the Northwest.

Scrip make gift giving easy
Ken Garner
As we near the gift giving season,
remember that scrip gift cards make
great gifts. Gift cards ship well and
guarantee that recipients will get a gift
they want. You can also use scrip to make gift purchases.
The proceeds support our temple at no additional cost to
you. And as the tax year comes to an end, it is good to
know that donations OBT receives as a result of scrip
purchases are TAX DEDUCTIBLE. For example, if you
buy a $25 Lands End card (currently 17% contribution and
redeemable at Sears), $4.25 goes to OBT and you can claim
a $4.25 tax deduction. So you get full value for your scrip
card, OBT benefits from your purchase, and you get a tax
deduction. The more you buy, the more deductions you can
claim. These tax deductions add up quickly and all at NO
NET COST TO YOU. We are tracking purchases by
family and at year end will have your tax deductible amount
calculated and available at your request.
There are over 700 vendors who participate in the scrip
program so chances are good that you will find scrip for
someplace where you normally shop.
Visit the Dharma Store/Scrip Sales a table downstairs
after service on Sunday to see the full list of vendors and
the current bonuses in effect and to place an order. We will
gladly answer any questions about the program you may
have. You can also send an email to the team at
scrip@oregonbuddhisttemple.com.

Congratulations …
To Jerry and Brenda Fugate for the birth of their
granddaughter, Vivienne Crystal Hopkins on September 13.
Parents are Elizabeth (Liz) Fugate and Mark Hopkins
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Condolences …
•
•
•
•
•

To the family of Julia Ninomiya who passed away
August 18, 2010.
To the family of Min Takemoto who passed away
September 10, 2010.
To the family of Mr. Masatoshi Suzuki who passed
away September 16, 2010.
To the family of Mr. Tokuji Yamaguchi who passed
away October 1, 2010.
To the family of Mrs. Tomiko Iwasaki who passed
away October 16, 2010.

2010 Memorial Chart
Year
Of Passing
2009
2008
2004
1998
1994

Year
Of Passing
1988
1984
1978
1974
1961

Memorial
1 year
3 year
7 year
13 year
17 year

Memorial
23 year
27 year
33 year
37 year
50 year

If you would like to have a memorial service performed for
loved ones or ancestors, please make arrangements with Rev.
Gibbs as early as possible.

November Toban
Anderson, Lisa
Endecott, Susan
Gibbs, Kyoko
Grannan, Scott
Herold, Tammy
Leedham, Susan
Masuoka, Nobuko
Matsushima, Janie
Ouchida, Fusako
Shintani, Ann
Winner, Scott
Yamauchi, Hiroshi

Endecott, Kiyo
Gibbs, David
Grannan, Lynn
Henry, Motoko
Leedham, Chris
Masuoka, Connie
Matsushima, Hiroshi
McGraw, Kara
Peterson, Amy
Tamaribuchi-Gibbs, Tara
Wright, David
Yamauchi, Judy

Toban not only means “my turn” but “my chance” to
show my appreciation to all the men and women whose
monetary donations and hard work resulted in this
beautiful place, our Temple, to hear theDharma
Words of Jean Matsumoto – 1995

Jodo Shinshu Correspondence Course
2011 Spring Enrollment
Applications Accepted from Nov 1
The Jodo Shinshu Correspondence Course Office is
accepting applications from November 1 for the spring
2011 enrollment starting March 1, 2011. The popular 2year, computer-based program continues to offer online
instruction in the origins and development of Buddhism,
Shinran Shonin’s life and teaching, sutras & masters of the
Pure Land tradition and history of Jodo Shinshu.
An excellent opportunity for beginners or for those who
have already studied Jodo Shinshu, the program reaches out
to people all over the world. Students come from Brazil,
Canada, Germany, Malaysia, Belgium, Poland, Japan, as
well as, Hawaii and the BCA. With over 100 students
enrolled, the course has much to offer those interested in
deepening their understanding of Buddhism and Jodo
Shinshu. The course instructors consist of 14 ministers and
professors who specialize in the subjects taught. An
optional August Workshop at the Jodo Shinshu Center is
held every year.
For more information, please visit the course website
at: www.JSCC.cbe-bca.org
Applications may be submitted online at course
website. Deadline: February 15, 2011. Course limited to
first 20 students.
Questions may be directed to: Jodo Shinshu Correspondence
Course Office, 2140 Durant Ave., Berkeley, CA Tel: 510-8091441, email: jscc@cbe-bca.org
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